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TV VIOLENCE
Myth and Reahy
MARYA. HEvsVR_

With an averagenationalTV

_.

viewing time of 7V4hours daily, the
prevalenceof violence in broadcastsis a
seriousconcern. Televisionprogramming
in the United States is considered the
most violent in advanced industrialized
nations. Violence is common in TV entertainment-the dramas that portray stoties about crime, psychotic murderers,
police cases,emergency services,international terrorism,and war.The dramas are
played out in highly realisticscenes ofviolent attacks accompaniedby music and
other sounds that chum up emotions,
As the realism and gore in the screen
images of TV entertainment have intensifted, local news cameras have also increasingly focused directly on the
bloody violence done to individuals in
drive-by shootings, gang attacks, and
domestic beatings. Why must these visual details be presented in the news?
Why does a typical television evening
include so many beatings, shootings,
stabbings,and rapes in dramas designed
for "entertainment"?
Producers of programming ascertain
that scenesof violentaction with accom-panyingfear-strikingmusiccan be counted on to hold viewers' attention, keep
them awake and watching, and make
them lesslikely to switch channels. The
purpose is to gain and maintain a large
number of viewers-the factor that appeals to advertisers. The generations of
younger adultswho have grown up with
daily viewing of violence in entertainment are considered to be 'hooked: A
program has more commercialvalue flit
can hold more viewers, and program
mers attempt to ensure high viewer attention with doses ofviolent action in the
program. How does all of this violence
affectyoung people?
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TheResultsof Research
Several decades ago, a few psychologistshypothesized that viewing riolence in the unreal television world
would have a cathartic effect and thus
reduce the chances ofviolent behavior
in the real world. But other psychologists began to doubt this notion when
their research with children revealed
that much action on the TV screen is
perceived as real by children. Huesmann and Eron (1986), who studied
the effects of media violence on 758
youngsters in grades 1 through 3,
found that children's behavior was influenced by television, especially if the
youngsters were hcaW viewers of violent programming. Television violence,
according to the researchers, provided
a script for the children to act out aggressive behavior in relationships with
others. The most aggressiveyoungsters
strongly identified with aggressivecharacters in the TV story, had aggressive
fantasies, and expressed the attitude
that violent programs portrayed life as
it is. These children were also likely to
perform poorly in school and often
were unpopular with their peers,
Huesmann and Eron state that television is not the ordyvariable involved,
but their many years of research have
left them with no doubt that heavy exposure to media violence is a highly influential factor in children and later in
their adult lives (see also Institute for
Social Research 1994 and medical research by Zuckerman and Zuckerman
1985and by Holroyd 1985).
Research in the field ofpublic communications also supports the conclusion-that exposure to television violence contributes to increased rates of
aggression and violent behavior. Centerwall (1989, 1993) analyzed crime
data in areas of the world with and

without television and, in addition,
made comparisons in areas before and
after the introduction of TV. His studies
determined that homicide rates doubled in ten to fu_eenyears after TV was
introduced for the first time into specifled areas of the United States and
Canada. Observing that violent television programming exerts its aggressive
effects primarily on children, Centerwall noted that the ten- to fifteen-year
lag time can be expected before homicide rates increase. Acknowledging that
other factors besides TV do have some
influence on the quantity of violent
crimes, Centerwall's careful statistical
analysis indicated, nevertheless, that
when the negative effects of TV were
removed, quantitative evidence showed
"there would be 10,000 fewer homi- .
tides, 70,000 fewer rapes, and 700,000
fewer injurious assaults" (1993, 64).
Centerwall (1993) has also brought
to light important research literature
that has been little known among social scientists and educators concerned
.-about televisionviolenc_ In the late sixties, as a result of publichearings and a
national report implying that exposure
to TV increases physical aggression,the
large television networks decided to
commission their own research projects. NBC appointed a team of four re.
searchers, three of whom were NBC
employees, to observe more than two
thousand school children up to three
y_ars to determine if watching television programs increased their physical
aggressiveness.NBC reported no effect.
Centerwall points out, however, that ever5,independent researcher who has analyzed the same data finds an increase
in levels of physical aggression.
In the study commissioned by the
ABC network, ateam at TempleUniversity surveyed young male felons who
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hadbeenimprisonedfor violent crimes,
Results of these interviews showed that
22 to 34 percent of the young felons,especially those who were the most violent, said they had consciously imitated
crime techniques learned from television
programs. It was learned that, as children, felonsin the study had watched an
average of six hours of TV per day,
about twice as much as children in the
generalpopulation at that time. Research
resultswere published privately by ABC
and not released to the general publicor
to scientists(Centerwall 1993,65).
CBS commissioneda study to be conducted in London and ultimately published in England (Belson 1978).In the
study, 1,565teenaged boys were studied
for behavioral effects of viewing violent
television programs, many of which were
imported from the United States. The
study (Belson 1978)revealed that those
who watched above averagehours of TV
violence beforeadolescencecommitted a
49 percent higher rate of serious acts of
violencethan did boys who had viewed
belowaveragequantitiesofviolenc_ The
final report was "very strongly supportive of the hypothesis that high exposure
to televisionviolenceincreasesthe degree
to which boys engage in serious violence"
(Belson1978,15).
Five types of TV programming were
most powerful in triggering violent behavior in the boys in the London study:
(1) TV plays or films in which violence
is demonstrated in close personal relationships; (2)programswhereviolence
was not necessary to the plot but just
added for its own sake; (3) fictional violence of averv realistic kind; (4) violent
"Westerns";and (5) programs that present violence as being for a good cause
In summarizing the implications of the
study, the research director made it clear
that the results also applied to boys in
U.S. cities with the same kind of violence in TV programming (ibid.528).
For about fifteen years, these studies
have received little attention. Each was
either filed away or distributed to a very
limitedaudience-not to the generalpublie,the researchcommunity, or the press,
Today, that seems eerily similar to the
fate oftobacco company researchon the
illeffectsof smoking,the resultsof which
were also disseminated only to a small
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selectgroup.The-Commissionon Violence and Youth of the American Psycholagical Association recently communicated the above-mentioned and other
supporting research to its members. It
concluded that evidence dearly reveals
that viewing and hearing high levels of
violence on television, day after day,
were correlated with increased accel>tance of aggressionand more aggressive
behavior. The commission noted that
the highest level of consumption oftelevisionviolence is by those most vulnerable to the effec_ those who receive no
moderating or mediating of what is seen
on the screen. (Slaby 1994, Institute for
Social Research 1994; see also Holroyd
1985;Zuckerman and Zuckerman 1985).
This information is of great signfficance to social studies educators. Yet it is
only in the last two years that the network-fimdedstudies ofthe seventiesand
eighdes have been gaining some attention in journals that reach educational
professionals.InJanuary 1994,an article
in the Chrom?le
ofHt_rEducallNt pointed up the huge "education gap" that exists between the effectsof televisionviolence that have been conclusivelydocumented by psychological and medical
researchers and what the general public
knows. According to the article, "Until
recendy, researchers' voices have been
drowned out in the din of denial and disinformation coming from executives of
the television and movie industries,
whose self-servingdefenseof violent programming has prevailed"(S!aby1994).
TV industry spokespersons argue
that violent programs are a mere reflection of the society, and that any effor_to
modifi/ programming would interfere
with First Amendment guarantees of
freedom of the press. Others claim to
be giving the public "what they want"
and take no responsibilityfor the effects
on viewers. Another response from the
networks is that parents or families
must take the responsibilityfor preventing viewing of violent programs. In
none of these defenses are the networks
willing to recognize research information that shows that an appetite for riolence has been stimulated by the glorification of violence and a daily diet ofviolent programs broadcast into every
home in America.

HistoryandSocialScienceContent
The issue of the influence of electronic
media on the American life-style is of
direct concern to social studies (Hepbum 1990). The curriculum must inelude study of the influence of the me.
dia. Students should be aware of how
persistent viewing of violent acts and violent languageand music can motivate
violent behavior. A number of suggestions for media-related student activities
accompany this article.
Although r_dLngsabout the influence
of media are hard to find in school textbooks, at last, magazines, newspapers,
public television,and CNN have begun
to examine the role of the mass media in
the declineofcivgityand the lossofoommunity. Commercial televisionnetworks
have been compared with individuals
who seek only their own profit, lack respect for othem and feel no sense of publie trust Are these fair conclusions?Social
studies can pickup the debate.
Could a media-literate public demand and get better news presentation
and more depth in the discussion of altemative social and economic policies?
Is there a parallel between the decades
in which the public lacked information
about the lethal effects of cigarette
smoking and the two decades in which
the public has been unaware of the cffects of heavy doses of television vio_
lence on youngsters? Can the reduction
of violence in mass media be accomplished by means of increased citizen
knowledge and action? Are First
Amendment fights of the broadcast industry threatened by public pressures?
Will television and radio respond to
public discourse and a changed perception of the public market?These are so_
cial studies issues of interest to students.
From many passive hours in front of
television, what liferoles are instilled in
viewers,especially more impressionable
young viewers? From TV and radio,
what values and visions of family life,
leadership, friendship, personal relationships,heroism, and public responsibility
are absorbed fi.omthe images and voites they see and hear? A discussion,of
role models, ofboth the norms and re.
alities,can greatly stimulate the aware_
ness and interest of young citizens. This
is the stuffofsocial studies.II
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gin to see it as a way of life (References to
writings by psychologists and sociologistsin

heavyviolence?Finally,preparea das_summary listing of the most violent and least viol(mt programs,

' the articleabovewill lead you to booksand
readings about the appeal of violent scenes
and the high vulnerabilityof certain groups of
people.) Students can reflect on how °dyer5, How DoesTVViolenceAffectUs?_
tiscrslook for programs with large numbem
sion: Using notes from program monitoring
ofviewers. In mm, discuss how criticalviewand recollections or videotape of violent
ers might influenceadvertisersto select better
scenes, analyze the images,sounds,and die- .. quality pmgranas for their ads.
loguethat hold the viewer'satt(mfor_Which
are the most frightening, hard to forget, or
& 1t/Consumer
Power. Discuss the power
lfltelyto give people nightmares? Why are
potential of viewers to select quality prosome viewersfascinatedby scenes ofbeatis_
grams. Students can learn about "market
_
and hurting people? Would these
share" and Nielsen ratings from magazines
scenesand sounds _
similarbehavior
and newspapers, A local TV station or raby young viewex_?why or why not?
cliostation manager can explain how 'market share" affectsprogram selection.
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